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Figure 1: User interface of WonderFlow. Users can first select the text phrases in the narration editor (a) and visual elements from the
canvas (b) to form text-visual links. Then they can apply an animation to the visual elements by selecting it from the animation presets
in the animation effect panel (c). WonderFlow generates a narration-animation pack and presents it on the timeline (d).

Abstract— Creating an animated data video enriched with audio narration takes a significant amount of time and effort and requires
expertise. Users not only need to design complex animations, but also turn written text scripts into audio narrations and synchronize
visual changes with the narrations. This paper presents WonderFlow, an interactive authoring tool, that facilitates narration-centric
design of animated data videos. WonderFlow allows authors to easily specify a semantic link between text and the corresponding chart
elements. Then it automatically generates audio narration by leveraging text-to-speech techniques and aligns the narration with an
animation. WonderFlow provides a visualization structure-aware animation library designed to ease chart animation creation, enabling
authors to apply pre-designed animation effects to common visualization components. It also allows authors to preview and iteratively
refine their data videos in a unified system, without having to switch between different creation tools. To evaluate WonderFlow’s
effectiveness and usability, we created an example gallery and conducted a user study and expert interviews. The results demonstrated
that WonderFlow is easy to use and simplifies the creation of data videos with narration-animation interplay.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Data videos have gained increasing popularity in recent years, being
widely used in digital journalism, knowledge sharing, business, etc.
With data videos, data and numbers can be accurately described with
charts and annotations [2], while insights and contexts behind the data
are usually conveyed through voice narration [11]. Data video creators
leverage animations to demonstrate the data characteristics and echo
them with the voice narrations to attract viewers’ attention and enhance
cognition and memorability [3].

Creating a data video involves various tasks, such as organizing data
insights, recording narration audio, designing animation effects, and
aligning visual effects with the audio narration. These tasks require
not only significant amounts of time and effort, but also expertise in
multiple fields—data analysis, animation design, and audio & video
production—and professional tools [59]. Therefore, creating animated
data videos enriched with audio narrations is not accessible to people



without the required expertise. In this paper, we study a new prob-
lem, the design of data videos with narration-animation interplay. We
introduce the common practices and two key challenges.

Animation design for the visual components. Creating animations
for visual components is a tedious process. It also requires exper-
tise and experience to convey messages and express semantics vividly.
Recently, various techniques have been developed for visualization
animation authoring, including animation templates [4, 43], declar-
ative grammars [13, 14, 18], and keyframe-based animation genera-
tion [13, 17, 53, 56]. These tools have largely improved the productivity
of creating animations for visualizations. The declarative grammars
and keyframe-based approaches give designers fine control over the
properties of animations. But it requires users to have animation design
and programming expertise and forces them to specify animation be-
haviors starting from scratch [52]. For novice and casual users, reusable
animation templates can largely lower the learning curve [52]. However,
existing work on animated visualization usually encapsulates anima-
tions into predefined video clips [4, 43]. These clip-level templates are
predetermined and limited combinations of animation and visualization
designs. Users are not allowed to change the visual properties of visu-
alizations or animating behaviors within a clip, while the animations
in real-world data videos can be more dynamic and intricate [11]. For
example, users may not be able to manipulate visualization components
like axes and annotations, or opt for customized charts and annotations
to illustrate the data insights. The chart components cannot be animated
in response to different narrative contents in the audio sequentially. Be-
cause clip-level animation presets can not facilitate the flexible design
of animations in data videos, data video creators usually still resort
to low-level animation design systems (e.g., Adobe After Effect) to
achieve fine-tuned adjustment of animations for data videos.

Temporal alignment of narration and animation. In addition to
animation design, audio narration has been found to be an important
aspect of visual storytelling that enhances cognition [12]. Cheng et
al. [11] recently investigated the roles of narrations and animations
by analyzing the semantics expressed in data videos and found that
animations and narrations are linked in most cases. However, existing
tools developed for chart animation authoring lack support for coordi-
nating audio narration and visual animation effects, requiring authors to
use two separate tools. Designers cannot preview the final videos and
adjust the narration while designing animations. To create data videos
with audio narration, authors need to synthesize and export video clips
with animations first, import the video clips into video production tools
(e.g., Adobe Premiere), and coordinate narration and animation through
video and audio editing operations. The separation of the tools hinders
an iterative and exploratory design process.

To address the above challenges, this paper presents a novel pipeline
(Figure 2) for the creation of data videos that simplifies the coordination
of narration and animation, especially for novice users. The proposed
pipeline helps to establish text-visual links that facilitate the temporal
alignment of narration and animation. With these links in place, narra-
tions and animations can be automatically synchronized, reducing the
coordination effort. We propose structure-aware animation presets that
enable flexible re-usage of component-level animation design patterns
of data visualizations. We introduce WonderFlow 1 (Figure 1), an inter-
active authoring tool that implements this pipeline for easy creation of
data videos with narration-animation interplay. WonderFlow utilizes an
animation synthesis module that applies structure-aware animation pre-
sets to chart components based on author preferences. Furthermore, it
employs text-to-speech techniques to automatically generate audio nar-
ration from the text. With WonderFlow, authors can preview animation
designs through the design panel and refine their videos.

We demonstrate the expressiveness of our approach through a gallery
of diverse examples, and evaluate WonderFlow’s usability and capabil-
ity through a user study with 10 novices (i.e., participants with little
animation design background) and interviews with four experts. All
the novice participants could complete the data video design tasks and
enjoyed exploring animation designs with WonderFlow. The experts

1The demo website: https://wonderflow.azurewebsites.net/

also appreciated the benefits of the text-visual linking approach. We
discuss insights learned from our study and potential future work for
designing an authoring system of data videos for novices.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss prior works from three perspectives—data
videos, authoring tools and toolkits for data videos, and visualization-
text interplay.

2.1 Data Videos
Data videos, which effectively combine both motion graphics and audi-
tory stimuli to illustrate data [2], are becoming an important medium
in data-driven storytelling [37]. Viewers can easily follow the nar-
ratives while being engaged in attractive visuals and animations. In
recent years, a plethora of research has studied this genre in depth.
For example, Amini et al. [2] first systematically analyzed 50 data
videos, from which they summarized the most commonly used visu-
alization types and attention cues, and identified high-level narrative
structures, i.e., establisher, initial, peak, and release. They further vali-
dated that animations in data videos have a positive effect on viewer
engagement [3]. Shi et al. [45] further examined the animated visual
narratives in data videos and summarized a design space for motion
design. Tang et al. [51] proposed a taxonomy of narrative transitions
in data videos, where they investigated how visual variables are used
in transitions to build fluid narratives. Thompson et al. [52] identified
design primitives of animated data graphics. Besides, researchers have
also worked on designing expressive animations to elevate data videos
in terms of enhancing users’ comprehension [47, 54], improving user
engagement [27, 48, 55], and augmenting affective expressiveness [22].

However, existing work mainly focused on visual and animation
designs even though data videos often involve a close interplay of both
audio narrations and visual animations to promote data story-telling.
Very recently, Cheng et al. [11] explored the roles of animations and
narrations by analyzing 426 clips from 60 data videos and found a
close link between animations and narrations. Furthermore, they identi-
fied four types of narration-animation relationships, i.e., narrations and
animations can echo each other by repeating, complement additional
information in animations, complement additional information in narra-
tions, and indirectly link to each other. Despite the close link between
narrations and animations, little work has explored the fine-grained in-
tegration of the two perspectives for bespoke data videos. Our research
opens up a new research avenue towards flexible narration-centric de-
sign of animated data videos.

2.2 Authoring Tools and Toolkits for Data Videos
The growing popularity of data videos and animated visualizations has
in turn spurred the need for authoring tools and toolkits to facilitate the
creation process. Visualization toolkits (e.g., D3 [7], gganimate [34],
and Plotly [1]) allow programmers to create sophisticated animations.
Animation-specific grammars (e.g., Canis [14], Gemini [17,18], and An-
imated Vega-Lite [61]) propose high-level specifications to implement
animated transitions of data graphics via a keyframe-based approach.

Following the keyframe approach, interactive visualization authoring
tools are developed to simplify the animation creation process by adding
automation algorithms. For example, InfoMotion [56] requires users
to upload the final infographic figure and generate animation effect
sequences automatically. Data Animator [53] use keyframes of charts
to facilitate the creation of animation by generating animated transi-
tions between them leveraging the data attributes. CAST [13] is built
on Canis [14], a declarative chart animation grammar that leverages
data-enriched SVG charts to support auto-completion for constructing
both keyframes and keyframe sequences of charts. While these tools
allow users to generate expressive animations for infographics and data
graphics, users need to pre-define and manage keyframe sequences
when creating data videos.

Another group of interactive data video tools are developed to enable
novices to create data animations. For example, Amini et al. [4] pro-
posed DataClips with a library of clips that convert data into pre-defined
animations. DataClips enables analysts without knowledge of video

https://wonderflow.azurewebsites.net/


Figure 2: The pipeline of narration-centric design of animated data videos.

design to choose clips from the library and concatenate them to produce
data videos. Shi et al. [43] then designed AutoClips, which improves
the library with a set of fact-driven clips. Other recent tools focus on
time-series data. Data2video [31] and Roslingifier [46] study specific
visual effects of animated scatterplots for temporal events, enabling
the generation of scatterplot video for time-series data. These tools
encapsulate animations with specific charts and develop a library of
clips with fixed and finite combinations of animations and visualiza-
tions. However, clips of data videos in practice can be more flexible and
complicated. Users are not able to control visualization components,
such as axes and annotations with clip-level templates. In addition,
users may adopt bespoke charts and annotation designs to describe the
data insights. The chart elements in a clip can be animated diversely
in response to different narrative content. So clip-level presets are not
able to support flexible integration of audio narrations and animations
in creating data videos [11].

In this work, we explore the integration of narration and anima-
tion creation into one system from the visualization structure perspec-
tive. WonderFlow supports a set of structure-aware animation presets,
ranging from chart level, component level, to element level. With
WonderFlow, users can directly construct text-visual linking, and the
tool automatically aligns the auto-generated audio narration and the
user-selected animation effects, without burdening users with manually
refining the narration-animation interplay on a timeline.

2.3 Visualization-Text Interplay

There has been extensive research that explores the interplay of visual-
ization and text [38]. Empirical studies have shown the effectiveness
of integrating text with visualizations in multiple aspects, including
information recall improvement [60] and visualization comprehen-
sion [6, 21]. As such, many tools (e.g., [44, 50, 58]) generate templated
textual explanations along with visualizations in data stories to facili-
tate communication. Further, researchers have explored constructing
text-chart links to achieve a more flexible interplay through direct
manipulation, mixed-initiative, and automatic methods. For example,
Sulatanum et al. [49] develop VizFlow, allowing users to specify text-
chart links in different scrolly-telling layouts. To enhance the reading
experience of data-driven documents, prior work has also explored
building the reference between text with tables [5, 15] and charts [19]
across the document. Kori [23] provides a mixed-initiative method
that uses NLP tools to construct interactive references between chart
components and descriptive text. Lai et al. [20] automatically generate
an annotated visualization by synchronizing with textual description.
Charagraph [33] enables users to interactively generate in-situ visual-
izations for real-time annotation of data-rich text. DataParticles [9]
enables users to interactively author a story narrative and its corre-
sponding unit visualizations. Our work is in line with the research to
construct text-chart co-reference. However, no existing research lever-
ages text-visual linking to create data videos. Our work goes beyond
text-visual linking to generate data videos that embodies the text-visual
links as cohesive interplay between audio narration and visualization
animations. In addition, we take charts in the SVG format to cater to
the demand for expressive chart designs in data videos.

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The main goal of this work is to facilitate the design of narration-
animation interplay and enhance data storytelling. In particular, we
aim to enable non-designers, such as data analysts, data journalists,
and programmers, to easily explore and prototype data videos with
narration-animation interrplay.

Prior research has shown that integrating text and visualization can
promote comprehension [6, 21, 60]. Additionally, research has identi-
fied the characteristics of narration-animation interplay in high-quality
data videos [11]. From these previous works, we derived the following
design considerations to inform the design of our pipeline and tool.

DC1: Integrate narration and animation design for streamlined
creation of data videos. We want to integrate narration and animation
editing features in a single tool, enabling users to easily create and
arrange narration-animation interplay, and effortlessly edit their data
videos. The separation of existing tools hinders the iterative design
and preview of data storytelling [10, 24], particularly in the case of
animation design and video editing tools. The system should not require
users to customize narration content and animation designs in separate
tools but offer an easy-to-use interface that enables them to seamlessly
integrate the two.

DC2: Ease the creation of audio narrations. When creating audio
narration for data videos, it can be tedious for authors to adjust the
text content when designing animations and narrations together. With
the advancement of text-to-speech technologies, there is an increasing
percentage of generated voices online [8]. We aim to reduce the cost
of creating audio narration by using text-to-speech techniques. The
system can generate audio that can be directly used or served as a draft
for the final data video. Alternatively, authors can record the audio, and
the system can use an automatic speech recognition technique to ease
text editing and time alignment when creating the videos.

DC3: Facilitate the animation design process. Creating an animation
on visual components (e.g., title, mark, and axis) involves designing,
controlling, and setting animation parameters for multiple visual ele-
ments (e.g., line, tick, arrow) [11,52]. This process can be cumbersome.
For example, changing the animation time and effect on one bar may
require editing other bars in the chart as well. However, designers
tend to use common design patterns when designing animations for
common visualizations such as bar charts and pie charts [2, 16]. We
want to reuse these design patterns both to simplify this process and
to enable non-designers to create animations with delicate details. To
this end, the system should leverage the underlying structure of the
visualization and retarget the animation design by encapsulating the
animation design into reusable presets.

DC4: Support text-visualization linking and narration-animation
synchronization. Narrations and animations are usually synchronized
and they complement each other in data videos – the narrations de-
scribe the informative context and data insights in a chart, while the
annotations, marks or glyphs, and axes are usually animated during the
narration [11]. When composing visual data stories, authors usually
connect story pieces and sequence them into a script [24]. Visualiza-
tions and text are also semantically connected to enhance data com-



Figure 3: Interactions of WonderFlow. The user can input the narration and WonderFlow automatically generates the narration audio with timestamps
(a). Users should first select narration words on the audio timeline (a) and then select visual elements on the canvas with various selection modes
(b). Next, users can preview the filtered animation presets in the animation effect panel and apply an appropriate animation effect to the text-visual
link (c). After that, hovering on the animation icon will show a preview of the created narration-animation binding (d). Then, users can click the “Play”
button to compile the video for iterative preview (e). Finally, users can fine-tune the timeline (e.g., duration and start) after preview (f) and iteratively
design subsequent animations.

munication [23, 49]. If the system can leverage the semantic linking
between text and visual components, the users no longer need to manu-
ally calculate the start time and duration of each animation along the
timeline. We leverage semantic links between text and visual compo-
nents and apply animations to them. In this way, the animations are
designed with semantic meanings, telling stories vividly aligning with
the text narration.

4 WONDERFLOW

In this section, we first introduce the design pipeline behind Won-
derFlow. Then we walk through a usage scenario to illustrate how
users can interact with WonderFlow. Next, we discuss structure-aware
animations and introduce the narration-animation synthesis.

4.1 Design Pipeline
We propose a pipeline of coupling narration to animation for easing the
authoring process of a data video, as shown in Figure 2. A data video
incorporates multiple animation actions and an audio record.

Taking a static visual design and the corresponding text as input,
users can conduct (a) text-visual linking through a graphical user in-
terface (DC4). To emphasize a specific text unit, the users first select
the narration text and then link it to relevant visual elements. Then, the
users (b) design narration-animation interplay by instantiating one or
multiple animation actions with text-visual linking. In the back end, the
system converted the text into audio narration through text-to-speech
techniques. The audio is stored in the form of a sequence of sentences,
with the timestamps of each word (DC2). The users can specify an
animation action from the animation library (DC3). An animation
action consists of predefined parameters, including the components that
the animation effect is applied to, the time setting, and an animation
effect. The selected narration and animation are temporally aligned
(DC4). Finally, the selected narrations and animations form multiple
“narration-animation” pairs. The users can (c) preview the synthesized
data videos and modify the text-visual linkings or animation actions,
if needed (DC1). This pipeline bridges the gap between narration and
animation by converting the mapping between temporal audio and tem-
poral animation into a mapping between static text and static visual
elements, providing an engaging experience to create data videos.

4.2 Usage Scenario
4.2.1 User Interface
WonderFlow’s user interface consists of (a) a narration editor, (b) a
visual canvas, (c) an animation effect panel, and (d) a timeline (Fig-

ure 1). Users can input the narration text of a data video in the narration
editor and select a phrase with a mouse. The visual canvas at the
center displays a visualization. It has four selection modes that en-
able users to bind visual elements to the selected narration text. In
addition to commonly-used rectangle, single-click, and lasso selection,
WonderFlow supports a component selector based on the visualiza-
tion structure, where users can select all the graphical elements in a
component with one click. The animation effect panel on the right
displays various animation presets of different granularity. Hovering
over the animation card shows a preview of the animation effect. After
applying an animation to the selected narration text and visual elements,
the narration-animation binding is temporally ordered on the timeline,
where users can perform fine-grained time adjustment (i.e., duration
and trigger timestamp).

4.2.2 Usage Scenario Walkthrough

Imagine Nancy, a graduate student, is assigned a task to give a report
on wildfires. After her investigation, she plans to use the example of
bushfires that burned swaths of the Amazon rainforest to illustrate the
great damage of wildfires. Nancy first collects the relevant data and
creates a visualization. When she prepares her course presentations,
she finds the static visualization is not so exciting or impressive enough
in communicating the data insights she gained. With little experience in
animation and data video creation, she decides to use WonderFlow to
create a data video that can be embedded into her presentation.

Nancy opens WonderFlow and uploads the prepared visualization,
a bar chart with a set of annotations (Figure 1-b). Once she inputs
the text script for the data video in the narration editor (Figure 1-a),
WonderFlow automatically generates the narration audio. She briefly
checks the timestamps of the narration text by moving the mouse over
the words.

With the narration text and visual design ready, Nancy starts to
create animations. To capture the audience’s attention from the start,
Nancy intends to apply an entry animation for the bar chart. Once
she selects the starting narration words “In 2019” (Figure 3-a), the
visual canvas enters the selection state with a set of modes appearing on
the right side (Figure 3-b). Nancy first chooses the selection mode by
component, and clicks on an element on the x-axis. Then all elements
in the x-axis group are selected, enclosed by bounding boxes. She
repeats similar operations to the y-axis group. Now that Nancy has
built the semantic link between the narration words and visual elements,
the corresponding animations for these selected elements are filtered
out in the animation effect panel (Figure 3-c). She briefly browses



Figure 4: The generated data video in the use case. The bottom part shows the narration-animation linkings; the upper part is the video
frames in specific timestamps, marked on the narration. The animation effects are as follows: at first, the canvas only presents a title, then
the axes float in, followed by bars growing upwards from the bottom. Next, the annotation “976200” above the bar fades in. Finally, the
three groups of annotations representing three major increases zoom in first and then zoom out in order. (The data video can be found in
https://wonderflow.azurewebsites.net/#/example?example-index=0)

the animation previews and finds the “Axes float in” animation vivid,
where the axis titles float in and axis domains fade in at the same
time, followed by axis labels floating in and axis ticks fading in. Once
Nancy selects the animation, the corresponding entry animation icon
appears before the selected narration words on the timeline. Hovering
on the animation icon, WonderFlow displays the narration-animation
binding information (Figure 3-d), including the selected text bolded
and underlined in the narration editor, visual elements highlighted in
the canvas, and the animation effect tooltip above the icon. Now that
the animation is specified, Nancy previews the data video by clicking
the “Play” button (Figure 3-e), and the corresponding video frames are
shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b).

Nancy wants to show the bars representing the annual deforestation
in the Brazilian Amazon right after the appearance of coordinates with
year labels on the x-axis and hectare ticks on the y-axis. So she binds
the closely followed narration words “human-caused and out-of-control
fires” with all the light-colored bar elements and applies a “bar-grow”
animation. In the video preview, the bars grow upwards from the
bottom (Figure 4-c) at the start of “human-caused” and end with “fires”
in the audio.

After the introduction of the bar chart, Nancy intends to emphasize
the data insights with animations on corresponding annotations. She
expects the textual annotation “976200” to appear simultaneously with
the narration “976200 hectares”. By binding these two, she then applies
a “zoom-enter” animation to make the text elements (“976200” above
the bar) enter (Figure 4-d). Next, Nancy would like to emphasize
the three major increases in deforestation rates in Amazon’s history
based on the final sentence in her narration script. When browsing and
previewing the animation library, she finds a “zoom-in-then-zoom-out”
animation design interesting, with which the elements first zoom in and
then zoom out after a certain duration. Before applying the animation,
she links the words “At a 30% jump from the prior year”, “second
only to 1995, which was 95%”, and “1998 which was 31%” with the
corresponding annotation elements (a text number, a dark-colored bar,
and an arc), as selected in Figure 1-b. The corresponding data video
frames are shown in Figure 4 (e), (f), (g), and (h). Ultimately, Nancy
previews the whole video and fine-tunes the narration-animation packs
(e.g., duration and start) on the timeline (Figure 3-f). She is happy with
the expressive data video she quickly created with WonderFlow.

4.3 Structure-Aware Animation
WonderFlow links static visual elements to temporal animations. It
achieves the flexibility of animation design by enabling users to upload
structure-aware SVGs. In this subsection, we describe how the anima-
tion effects in the animation library are applied to the structure-aware
SVGs. We further simplify the interaction by animation filtering during
users’ visual element selection.

4.3.1 Structure-Aware Animation Library
A data video involves a set of animations on different visual elements
that are generally related in the visualization structure (e.g., a series
of elements in axes, a set of marks, and a sector with a corresponding
legend in the pie chart). We leverage this interrelationship to facilitate
the animation creation process after linking the narration words and
visual elements. Specifically, we design a structure-aware animation
library, which supports flexible customization of animations with a
hierarchical granularity of visual Components in a chart. For example,
the x-axis is a chart component that consists of several graphical ele-
ments representing labels, ticks, and titles. When applying animations
to the visualization components, our animation designs consider not
only component type, but also the internal structure of the components.
Figure 5 shows three example structure-aware animations used in the us-
age scenario and reveals the internal structure of the animation presets.
Each animation preset incorporates controls of multiple visual elements.
For example, the “Axes float in” animation (Figure 5-a) involves a set
of effects for different axis-related elements. “Bar-grow” (Figure 5-b)
defines multiple bars growing synchronously, which requires that the
selected visual elements should contain at least one bar element. If
the selected elements include bar labels, they will fade in after the
bars grow, which is a soft constraint. The “Zoom-in-then-zoom-out”
(Figure 5-c) can be applied to any visual element. The applied elements
will zoom in first and then zoom out after a certain interval. Chart-level
animations for the whole visualization are defined as a combination
of lower-level animations for visualization components. For example,
an animation template about the bar chart entering effect nests three
sub-animations—“Title”, “Axes float in”, and “Bar-grow”—to show
how the title, axes, and bar marks appear gradually.

The animation library enables good scalability and structure aware-
ness. Currently, we have implemented 40 animations, covering com-
mon chart types (e.g., pie chart, bar chart, line chart) and chart com-
ponents (e.g., coordinates, titles, marks). The animations are divided
into three types: Enter, Exit, and Emphasis. The entry animations

https://wonderflow.azurewebsites.net/#/example?example-index=0


Figure 5: Structure-aware animation presets. The upper part is three structure-aware animations created in the usage scenario (Figure 4). The
middle part is the internal structure of the presets. The square bracket ([]) in the animation card indicates soft constraints, which means that only if
the elements exist, the corresponding animation effect will be applied. The asterisk (*) indicates that the animation can be applied to any visual
element. The bottom part is the animation preview on the animation effect panel (Figure 1-c).

include diverse structure-aware presets for different chart types, such
as “Pie-with-legend” (sectors wheel in and the corresponding legends
fly in), “Lines-by-order” (multiple lines wipe from left to right syn-
chronously), “Scatter-with-legend” (the legends fade in first and then
the scatters fade in staggered), etc. Animations of the emphasis type
are used to emphasize key points in the visualization. They usually call
the user’s attention by temporary appearance (e.g., “Fade-in-then-fade-
out”, “Zoom-in-then-zoom-out”, and “Show-arrow-label”), change in
pattern (e.g., “Change-color”), dynamic effect (e.g., “Bar-bounce” and
“Dynamic-number”), and view transformation (e.g., “Camera-zoom”
and “Camera-move”). The exit effects include basic “Zoom-exit” and
“Fade-out”. The variety of animations can be enriched by supporting
more structure-aware animation effects and component types.

4.3.2 Structure-Aware SVG
The structure-aware animations are applied to static visualizations with
well-defined internal structures. Existing research systems use different
file formats as input, such as data-enriched SVG for Canis [14] and
CAST [13], Vega-Lite for Gemini [18], or the file exported from Data
Illustrator for Data Animator [53]. SVGs are widely used in visualiza-
tion and animation authoring tools, but do not describe the structure
information of the visualizations [56]. Hence, we extend and revise the
data-enriched SVGs [14] to include more common components in visu-
alizations (e.g., axes, legends, annotations) as Structure-Aware SVGs.
Structure-aware SVGs have nested semantic labels of visualization
components, following the structure of SVGs. The labels are stored as
properties on the graphical elements. For example, for an x-axis, we
label “x-tick,” “x-title,” “x-label,” etc. To obtain high-quality structure-
aware SVGs, we implement a labeling tool to help users convert the
SVG elements into structure-aware SVGs manually. We could alterna-
tively use an automatic recognition and labeling method for semantic
mapping with the increasing performance of reverse engineering [35];
but, we have found in practice that automatic tools may produce errors
when parsing visualizations with different design styles. As a future
research direction, it is beneficial to explore more efficient ways of
combining manual efforts or improving the automatic algorithms to
produce structure-aware SVGs.We leave it as a future research direc-
tion to explore more efficient ways of combining manual efforts or
improving the automatic algorithms to produce structure-aware SVGs.

4.3.3 Animation Filtering
In order to help users rapidly find appropriate animations given the
selected visual components, the system dynamically filters the anima-
tions applicable to the target components. As shown in Figure 5, each
animation contains multiple predefined sub-animations for a set of
visual components. Define that animation is designed for the visual

components V := Vh ∪ Vs, where Vh is the element set of hard con-
straints and Vs is the element set of soft constraints (marked [ ]). Vc is
the set of selected elements on the visual canvas. For each animation in
the library, only if Vs ⊆ Vc ⊆ V , it will be presented on the animation
panel for selection. In addition, users can further filter the animations
on the interface based on the three animation behaviors, as shown in
Figure 1-c and Figure 3-c. When the number of preset animations
grows, the system should consider built-in recommendation algorithms
for users to find out the appropriate designs.

4.4 Narration-Animation Synthesis

Users can input the narration text into the narration editor, as shown
in Figure 1-a. To generate the audio narration, WonderFlow contains
an audio synthesis module that leverages text-to-speech techniques
to automatically transform the narration text into audio. We use an
online text-to-speech service2 with a performance comparable to natural
speech [30]. It takes text as input, segments the text into sentences, and
outputs the audio for each sentence and a list of timestamps for each
word. The final generated audio narration provides a timeline for the
data video. As such, the whole text input is decoupled into words with
timestamps on the narration editor. Users can select a set of narration
words to bind visual elements and further animations.

To coordinate animations with narration audio, the narration words
and animations form narration-animation pairs and are arranged on a
shared timeline. This allows the animations to be mapped to word-level
narrations, with the animations starting and ending at the same time as
the selected text. Alternatively, users can use the default duration of the
animation presets to avoid the animation effect being too long or too
short. The default duration for the underlying animation is predefined
in the animation library. For nested animations, the default value is the
total length of the internal animation, and it speeds up or slows down if
a specified duration is set. Additionally, users are allowed to fine-tune
the time computation to arrange the audio and animation relationship,
such as setting an offset of animations.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluate WonderFlow via: (1) an example gallery to show the
expressiveness of the generated data videos, (2) a user study to access
the usability of the system, and (3) expert interviews to gather more
feedback from different perspectives.

2Azure TTS API: https://azure.microsoft.com/services/
cognitive-services/text-to-speech
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Figure 6: Visualizations in the example gallery derived from real-world data storytelling practices, covering diverse storytelling topics. (More details
about the gallery can be found on the website: https://wonderflow.azurewebsites.net/#/gallery/.)

5.1 Example Gallery

To demonstrate the expressiveness of WonderFlow, we present a
gallery3 of narration-enriched data videos, covering diverse visualiza-
tions and animation effects. The gallery involves various re-creations
and variants of real-world data storytelling practices that sample the de-
sign space of narration-animation interplay, with the corresponding text
scripts covering all semantic labels in narrations summarized in [11].
Figure 6 shows the visualizations used in our examples, which cover
diverse chart types, annotations, and storytelling topics. Each example
in the gallery includes a visual design, a piece of narration text, the
original video link, the data video authoring process with WonderFlow,
and the final generated narration-enriched data video.

5.2 User Study

To evaluate the usefulness of WonderFlow, we conducted an in-lab user
study. The study includes both reproduction and open-ended design
tasks with an aim to assess if non-experts could create data videos
using WonderFlow, and gain insights into how the tool improves the
authoring experience for non-experts. The reproduction study focuses
more on evaluating the learnability and usability of the tool. The open-
ended design tasks allow users to explore more features of the tool and
try different design choices. This may provide more feedback about
whether WonderFlow can ease the creation process of data stories.

5.2.1 Participants

We invited 10 participants (denoted as P1-P10, 4 females and 6 males,
ranging from 23 to 40 years of age) to join our study. The participants
are recruited by posting advertisements in a high-tech company. Various
occupations were represented, including machine learning researchers,
graduate students, UX designers, and data analysts. All participants had
created data visualization for analyzing or presenting data in their daily
work. However, their daily work does not involve animation creation,
and they have no experience in creating data videos. On the other
hand, all participants had created animations in Microsoft PowerPoint

3Gallery: https://wonderflow.azurewebsites.net/#/gallery/

for presentation purposes. Only one participant used professional
animation creation tools like Adobe After Effects.

5.2.2 Procedure
The study began with a brief introduction of the background and over-
all procedure of the study. We asked the participants to complete a
pre-study background questionnaire and an interview. Then, we in-
troduced the workflow, features, and interactions of WonderFlow, and
further demonstrated its usage by creating three example animations.
The participants were encouraged to browse our animation library to
understand the provided animation effects better. After that, they were
asked to create animations by using the sample text and visualization to
get familiar with the interface and operations. They can ask questions
during the process. After training, the participants were required to
complete a reproduction task and a free-form creation task.
Reproduction task. We asked the participants to replicate two refer-
ence videos (Amazon rainforest wildfires in Figure 6-a and accounting
of pirates in Figure 6-b), where we provided the corresponding charts
and textual narratives. Since some animation properties cannot always
be clearly distinguishable by watching the reference videos, the anima-
tions are not required to be reproduced exactly the same. The resulting
videos with a similar effect (“Fade-in” vs. “Float-in”) and approximate
time properties (i.e., start time and duration) are considered correct.
The two videos are 20-second long with five reference animations and
28-second long with six reference animations, respectively.
Free-form task. After completing the two replication tasks, we asked
the participants to create two videos freely, where we provided two
static visualizations (transportation mode in Figure 6-c and house prices
in Figure 6-d and the accompanying textual narratives. Before starting
to create data videos, they were asked to familiarize the text and chart.
They could also play the audio with static charts. They could ask
questions about the data stories. They were also allowed to edit the text.
During the creation, the participants were encouraged to think aloud,
especially about the design considerations of animations.

At the end of the study session, the participants filled out a question-
naire about WonderFlow. The questionnaire is inspired by previous
evaluation experience of authoring tools [36]. We further conducted

https://wonderflow.azurewebsites.net/#/gallery/
https://wonderflow.azurewebsites.net/#/gallery/
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Figure 7: User ratings of WonderFlow with a 5-point Likert scale.

a semi-structured interview with the participants to understand their
design ideas about the data videos, and the experience of creating data
videos with WonderFlow. The interview lasted about 20 minutes. On
average, the study lasted about 70 minutes.

5.2.3 Results

All participants were able to complete the reproduction and free-form
tasks. On average, the participants completed the two reproduction
tasks in 6 and 7 minutes, respectively. The time to freely create the two
data videos is 5 and 7 minutes, respectively, with 5 and 6 animations.
The data video outcomes created by the participants can be found in
the supplemental materials.

Overall the participants are positive about using WonderFlow. Fig-
ure 7 shows the user ratings of the tool with a 5-point Likert scale. The
participants highly rated the satisfaction of WonderFlow on a 1-5 Likert
scale (M = 4.20, SD = .40, 5-Strongly agree, 1-Strongly disagree). They
favored the usability of WonderFlow in terms of ease of use (M = 4.30,
SD = .64), learnability (M = 4.10, SD = .94), powerful functionalities
(M = 4.30, SD = .60), enjoyment (M = 4.30, SD = .64), expressive
animation design (M = 4.20, SD = .60), and creativity support (M =
4.30, SD = .64).

All the participants found WonderFlow useful for creating data
videos. In particular, they found WonderFlow helpful to animate charts
quickly. P5 said, “it is simple to add or change an animation.” The
participants found it enjoyable to create short data videos and watch
the videos they had created, even when they had little experience in
creating motion graphics. P3 told us, “It is my first time creating this
kind of video. I imagined it should be made by professional animators.
It is surprising that the videos can be made by myself. I really like
the outcomes.” The participants said they would use the tool in the
future when they “want to present data results to important people and
leave a deep impression on them” (P6). The participants also felt it
increasingly common to present results in the form of video because
“using a video form seems an effective way of sharing insights and can
be done remotely and asynchronously” (P2).

The participants found WonderFlow a good way to integrate nar-
rations and animations. They could easily understand the temporal
relations between animations and narrations. One participant (P4) men-
tioned, “I no longer need to set the time (manually) by myself. It is
very convenient.” Another participant (P8) also commented that “The
text-visual linking interaction is easy to learn and use, which is an
interesting and useful design.” From our observation, the ease of creat-
ing these narration-animation interplay has encouraged the participants
to create fine-grained animation designs, e.g., showing the axes and
bars when mentioned in the audio, instead of showing all the visuals
at once. This also further encouraged more design exploration. The
participants enjoyed the design process of trial-and-error, while other
tools may introduce too high barriers or more time and effort to search
for better results. In addition, the participants (P4, P6, P7, P9) also
commended the integrated audio-generation techniques as they often
made slips of the tongue when recording and had to re-record, which
was tedious. P6 mentioned, “when using the system (WonderFlow),
there is no need to care about the audio as it is automatically generated,
and the effect is satisfactory.” We observed the participants sometimes
made mistakes when conducting text-visual linking. They may start
from selecting visual elements and applying animations before linking
with text selection, and then correct their operations. We suspect this is

a habit caused by familiarity with using presentation tools such as MS
PowerPoint or Keynotes.

The participants felt the structure-aware presets were useful to facili-
tate the animation binding process. P9 mentioned, “previously, I needed
to add animations to multiple visual elements in tools like PowerPoint.
Now, I only need to use one animation effect, which contains a sequence
of sub-animations applied to multiple elements.” In comparing Wonder-
Flow with animation design tools, P4 commented, “I no longer need to
set animation effects frame by frame. It is easier than using AE [Adobe
After Effects] to craft animations.” The participants also found the
animation library useful to help them explore new animation designs.
P3 said, “I enjoy trying different kinds of animation effects to see what
I can achieve.” While useful, we found that the participants still need
time to familiarize all the animation effects. It took time for them to
preview and understand the animation effects. The advantage of the
animation library may increase when the users get more familiar with
the expected effects on their charts. Different from other participants,
P10 requested to design her own structure-aware animations, “I would
like to refine the animations, set the parameters by myself, and save
them for my future usage.”

When asked about future improvements to the tool, P1 required
more control over the dependency among animations (e.g., begin after,
end together, begin together, or start at an exact time point) to further
ease the animation design. P6 mentioned he wanted to have more
suggestions on the animation types. For example, the system may
suggest a grow-out animation for a column chart; the system could
also help the users avoid using multiple enter effects for one object,
or give a warning when the users insist on doing so. The participants
(P7, P10) further mentioned that it would be better to have in-progress
previews at any time point, especially when there are many elements
and animation effects to manage on the canvas.

5.3 Expert Interview
In this interview, four expert users were invited to provide feedback on
WonderFlow for creating data videos. Two motion graphic designers
(D1 and D2) have 4 and 6 years of experience, respectively, primarily
using Adobe After Effects for motion graphic video creation, and two
visualization researchers (V1 and V2) have 5 and 6 years of experience
conducting research on visualization tools and techniques, respectively.
Both researchers have published visualization papers at conferences,
such as IEEE VIS and ACM CHI.

The four experts were shown six data videos randomly selected from
the novice-created data video results, including two from the repro-
duction study and four from the free design study. Both designers (D1
and D2) found the videos satisfactory and commented that no further
improvements were needed. D2 mentioned that if the videos were
incorporated into longer ones, he would adapt the design and animation
styles. The four experts were then introduced to the functions of Won-
derFlow and asked to try the tool out for themselves. The designers
(D1 and D2) found the tool to be user-friendly and opined that the use
of Adobe After Effects to create comparable data videos is a complex
process. They also suggested that the functionalities of WonderFlow,
such as the ability to select elements and receive recommendations for
animations, be integrated into Adobe After Effects.

The two researchers specializing in visualization (V1 and V2) had
different perspectives on the usefulness of WonderFlow. V1 noted
that the tool enables the quick and easy creation of a data video story,
starting from writing the narration all the way to explaining the insights
from the chart. V2 proposed that the tool could be more valuable
if integrated into business intelligence tools like Tableau and Power
BI. V2 explained, “The automated insight mining techniques could be
combined to automatically discover interesting stories and generate
narrations. I can imagine I would only need to a few clicks to generate
a video.”

The experts further provided valuable feedback on the potential
application scenarios. They were all positive about the topic and rec-
ognize the importance of the narration-animation interplay. V2 com-
mented, “compared with fine-grained controls in professional video
creation tools like AE (Adobe After Effects), the design pipeline behind



WonderFlow provides an in-the-middle layer of abstraction.” They
all commented that WonderFlow with easy-to-learn interactions can
effectively facilitate the creation of narration-enriched data videos, es-
pecially for novices. Moreover, D1 said that WonderFlow can also be
used to prototype data videos for them (professional designers). In ad-
dition, V1 said that the design pipeline can also be extended to support
more design types such as motion graphics and infographics. Besides,
when asked about the limitations, three participants (D1, D2, and E1)
indicated that the usability of the tool could be improved, which is
consistent with the feedback from the in-lab study. we plan to enhance
the tool’s usability in the future.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we highlight the lessons that we learned during the
design of WonderFlowand discuss the limitations and future work.

6.1 Lessons Learned
Enabling multiple interaction pipelines for creating narration-
animation interplay. WonderFlow is designed with a new pipeline,
asking the users to link text and visuals first, and then bind the ani-
mations to text-visual links. Users can easily select the animations
endowed with semantic meanings without explicitly documenting the
intents behind animation designs. However, we also find that users
from different design background require multiple interaction pipelines,
besides text-visual linking, to more flexibly meet their design require-
ments. The participants (P1, P3, P5, P7) mentioned the interactions
with the text guided them to design the animations from the perspective
of narration-animation interplay. If they can select visual elements first
and apply animation effects to the elements is common in design tools
like MS PowerPoint, it may be more familiar to them and may flatten
the learning curve. Another possible way is to build an example-driven
system [40], and encourage users to start by selecting animation ac-
tions from the library. Correspondingly, the structure-aware animations
should be directly applied to the related components. This might be
useful to reduce the efforts of exploring animation effects from the
library, but may introduce ambiguity when multiple components are
applicable on the canvas. Future research may start by comparing other
potential pipelines or provide more flexibility by enabling users to
freely switch among pipelines.
Allowing diverse temporal relations in narration-animation inter-
play. Leveraging the commonness of echoes in narration-animation
interplay in data videos [11], the pipeline of WonderFlow infers the
temporal interplay of narrations and animations from text-visual links.
From the study, the participants felt this method can save lots of efforts
for time-aligning narrations and animations that are semantically re-
lated. They no longer need to manually synchronize timing for audio
narration and animation. However, there are cases where animations
are not closely related to the semantics in narrations. For example, the
entering of the coordinates may start with the video, but is not closely
related to semantics in the narrations; some animations may tempo-
rally and logically depend on other animations (e.g., text annotations
shown right after the arrows); some animations may be designed purely
for embellishments and do not have semantic meanings. While they
are not the majority according to the previous study [11], future work
should consider supporting these cases for an improved experience of
animation design in data videos.
Easing animation design with visualization structure-aware ani-
mation presets. Different from previous composition of animation
library in general tools like MS PowerPoint and Adobe After Effects
where users need to apply animations element by element, Wonder-
Flow supports structure-aware animation presets. The structure-aware
animation presets are tailored for data-related videos. The insight is
that animations designed for a certain type of chart may be applied
across chart designs by leveraging the internal structure of common
visualization (e.g., axes wipe out and bars grow up in bar charts). Since
all the users found the animation library enough for them to create
animations, we envision more animations to be supported for more
chart types and components. Moreover, the animation library can also
be extended to support common visual groups, such as bullet items.

Targeting novice users, low-level parameters for the animations are not
revealed to users. One participant (P9) mentioned that she enjoyed the
process of exploring the animation effect to make it personal. It will be
interesting to explore how we can facilitate novice users to inject their
animation preferences to create their own animation presets. For exam-
ple, it might be helpful if the users can use natural language to describe
animations for generation and updating [57], e.g., “wipe in the axes
and then grow out the lines one by one”. Another future direction is to
design multi-modal interactions for users to specify in-detail temporal
dependencies within an animation.

6.2 Future Work
Leveraging the authoring capabilities of other tools. WonderFlow is
currently implemented as a standalone application, separating chart
creation from data video creation. Converting SVGs to structure-aware
SVGs, WonderFlow can leverage the design capabilities of other tools
to create chart designs. We envision it can be also useful as an add-in for
other tools in different user scenarios. For example, WonderFlow can
be implemented as extensions for interactive data article tools [23, 49]
to convert data articles to data videos. With these tools, users can
establish semantic links between text and visuals automatically or semi-
automatically, which is compatible with our design pipeline and saves
manual efforts. Additionally, WonderFlow can be implemented as
extensions for visualization authoring tools or data analysis tools (e.g.,
computational notebooks) to bridge the gap between data analysis and
communication [26, 28]. The internal structures of visualizations are
naturally maintained. The analysis results can be more easily explained
and shared with narrations and animations. Future research can be
conducted on whether data analysts are interested in sharing data stories
with WonderFlow in their daily work.
Combining more automation techniques to ease the process. Our
primary focus in this paper is on the novel process of authoring the
narration-animation interplay. More automated techniques can be ap-
plied to further reduce the manual efforts of creating data videos. For
example, the text-visual linking and animation selection steps can
be automated with the help of large language models and constraint
programming [42]. In addition, as discussed in Section 4.3.2, future
advances in the reliability of reverse-engineering techniques can ease
the conversion from SVGs to structure-aware SVGs. Furthermore, it
will be worth exploring techniques of parsing animations from data
videos and extracting reusable animations from existing ones. In our
pipeline, we use the text-to-speech technique to generate audio. In the
future, we can leverage speech recognition to enable users to input their
pre-recorded audio to make the final effect more personalized. Besides,
human speech contains acoustic signals (e.g., pitch, pause, tone, etc.) to
convey sentiments, which might be useful for the system to recommend
animations of different styles (e.g., lively, calm, professional, etc.).
WonderFlow requires users to write narrations by themselves. Alter-
natively, data insight-mining techniques can be used to identify and
compose interesting data stories based on the analytic task [39, 41] in
the form of text descriptions automatically [29]. After collecting users’
interaction records of text-visual linking, machine learning models can
be trained to learn semantic linking patterns between narration and
visual elements. Users only need to further specify narration-animation
interplay. In addition, It would be interesting to investigate at which
stages of data video generation users would like to be assisted by AI
and how they expect to collaborate with AI [25].

6.3 Limitations
Our study participants are limited to novice users for animations.
Though their daily job does not involve animation design, they all
have experience in creating animations in Microsoft PowerPoint or
Apple Keynote. Our work can be complemented with future studies
on participants with diverse backgrounds in creating animations (e.g.,
people without any animation creation experiences). We note that cre-
ators with a certain type of disabilities (e.g., hearing impairment) may
benefit from our approach that converts text-visual linking to narration-
animation binding. However, people with other disabilities (e.g., vision
or motor impairment) may have difficulties in using WonderFlow to



create data videos. Further research is needed to make the authoring
experience more accessible to them [32].

In addition, the time for getting familiar with the tool during the
reproduction and free-form tasks is limited. This research lacks evalua-
tion on how long-term real-world usage may affect users’ impressions
of the tool. In the in-lab study, we prepared in advance the input text
and visualization for the users to save time. The users are presumed to
be able to create charts and text descriptions and understand the com-
ponents of the charts. Future research could assess if people are able
to create expressive data videos with WonderFlow from scratch, and
how people may integrate data video creation into their data analytics
workflow. Besides, using words as time anchors for animation design
has reduced the time cost, but the animation designs largely depend
on the text input. The time granularity is limited to the start time of
each word. Although users can set offset for the animations, this may
take more effort and discourages users from fine-tuning time settings.
This may be addressed by complementing more features of creating
animations in our timeline view in the system.

7 CONCLUSION

We presented an authoring tool for narration-centric design of animated
data videos. We proposed a design pipeline to enable the interplay of
narrations and animations. We used static text-visual correspondence
to ease the temporal alignment of narration and animation. Based
on the pipeline, we further designed and implemented an authoring
tool WonderFlow with a novel user interface and interaction design
– users first specify text-visual links, then apply an animation effect
chosen from the structure-aware animation library, and finally preview
to iterate the designs. To assess our approach, we presented an example
gallery of real-world storytelling practice and conducted a user study
and expert interviews to evaluate the learnability and usability. We
hope that our study can inspire more interesting research on narration-
animation interplay in the future, such as exploring different authoring
pipelines and developing more intelligent and automatic approaches to
support more complex data stories.
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